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Cardio-eigenoscopy: significance of this new method in prognosis of risks of fatal arrhythmia progression in AMI patients
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Abstract
The aim of the study was to evaluate the significance of cardio-eigenoscopy method for the prognosis of risks of fatal arrhythmia (the primary and secondary VF) progression in AMI individuals. The study was performed with the use of the PC-assisted hemodynamic analyzer Cardiocode. The cardio-eigenoscopy was developed as a methodology that is capable of presenting all ECG changes in the basis of eigenvectors of a covariance matrix of ECG amplitudes and providing an analysis of a spectrum of eigenvalues. The ECG analysis software is implemented as a real-time monitoring of a set of parameters that makes possible to evaluate the therapy effectiveness.

The cardio-eigenoscopy method is capable of assessing the risk of progression of fatal arrhythmia events in MI patients. The major markers of the possible progression of fatal arrhythmia were identified. The cardio-eigenoscopy provided the maximum expressibility of an ECG curve at any specified EVE values.
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Introduction
Cardiac insufficiency (CI) is a clinical manifestation of various cardiac diseases. This is a condition when compensatory mechanisms of the cardiovascular system are no longer incapable of maintaining the normal homeostasis. Nowadays there are more than 22 million CI patients throughout the world. According to different estimations, a sudden stoppage of blood circulation is annually reported for 200 000 to 450 000 subjects in the United States, and it is the cause of 95% of the cases of sudden cardiac death (SCD). In the developed European countries sudden cardiac death accounts for 2500 deaths per day, with only 2% to 5% of the SCD statistics referred to patients’ stay registered upon their admission to medical institutions. The world-covering predicted SCD rate is about 3 000 000 deaths per year with the 1.0% chance of survival only. The chance of a successful outcome upon intensive care does not exceed 5% in the economically developed countries. 40% of sudden cardiac death cases cannot be identified at all, or are reported as occurred in sleep. It should be noted that 80% of the SCD cases occur at home or other places of permanent residence. The well-known Framingham heart study (1970) has shown that the survival coefficient with the initial CI diagnosis accounts for 62% of males and 42% of females. The share of the SCD cases in the total mortality rate was 40% to 50% [1, 2].

The main nosological cause of SCD progression is ischemic heart disease (IHD) that is reported in 80% to 85% of the SCD cases, including more than 65% which are connected with an acute stoppage of blood flow in the coronary arteries. Further 5% to 10% of the SCD cases are caused by dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM), and the remaining 5% to 10% of the SCD cases are induced by other cardiac diseases. In the circumstances, arrhythmias are treated to be the direct mechanism of the circulation stoppage, with 90% of ventricular tachyarrhythmias among them. Electromechanical dissociation and bradyarrhythmia lead to the circulation stop in 10% of all SCD cases.

In accordance with the modern concepts, etiology and pathogenesis of ventricular arrhythmias (VA) in IHD subjects imply that there is an interaction of numerous factors we have to deal with, which are as follows: structural cardiac changes [3,4,5], myocardial electrical instability (MEI), neurohumoral mechanisms [6,7], circadian biorhythms [8,9] and genetic defects [10,11].

It is reported that about 20% of the patients survived upon intensive care show no signs of myocardial ischemia, but almost without exception they have an apparent ventricular dysfunction that takes place after previous myocardial infarctions. With respect to these patients, it should be noted that the predictor of their mortality in general, including the SCD mortality, is a reduction in the pumping function in the cardiovascular performance, but not
the accompanying arrhythmias. In case of insufficient pumping function of the left ventricle, extrasystole being correlated with the degree of the LV function reduction is observed in 80% of the cases for the said patients.

A reduced cardiac output and a nonsustained ventricular tachycardia (VT) recorded by Holter-monitoring ECG and identified during an electrophysiological study of post-AMI patients remain currently to be used as the main prognostic markers of a high risk of the SCD [12,13]. One of the latest studies in subjects with Implantable Cardioverter Defibrillators (ICD) demonstrates that sudden occurrence of the ventricular tachycardia (VT) or ventricular fibrillation (VF), as a rule, is found in patients showing an unchanged cardiac output; a gradual growth of ventricular ectopic activity accompanied by the lowered contractility is observed in the above patients before the VT or VF attacks. The lowered left ventricular contractility increases the SCD risk not only for the IHD subjects, but also for patients suffering from other heart diseases [14,15]. An apparent atherosclerotic narrowing (over 50%) of the coronary arteries is found in 90% of the SCD cases. The degree of damage of the coronary arteries plays an important role in VA and SCD progression [10,11]. According to a great number of clinical investigations, both symptom-accompanied and symptom-free myocardial ischemia types are considered as an informative SCD risk marker for the patients suffering from different IHD forms [16,17,18]. Known is the so-called SCD triangle of IHD patients which is constructed by myocardial ischemia, myocardial electrical instability (MEI) and left ventricular dysfunction [19]. It should be noted that the most unfavorable combination is produced by two SCD risk factors which are as follows: the frequent ventricular extrasystole and the left ventricular dysfunction with a reduced cardiac output < 40 %. According to the GISSI-2 research studies, under the said conditions, a 16-fold increase in the risk of sudden arrhythmic death is reported [3]. A life threatening VA (stable VT, VF) occurs when a combination of several MEI predisposing factors appears which are as follows: a substrate (a structural disease of the heart) modulating the dysfunction of the vegetative nervous system and some VA trigging factors. The morphological substrate producing the post-MI inhomogeneity of impulse conductivity is a myocardial area which is a boundary area being located in the vicinity of necrotic tissues of myocardium and which is formed by interlaced islets made of viable myocardial fibers and conjunctive tissue. The impulse conductivity path is extended there due to conjunctive tissue islets hindering the cardiac impulse traveling, and the conductivity speed falls due to disorders in muscle fibre parallel orientation. Besides, known are some other SCD risk factors, in particular, a disturbance in the vegetative regulation of the heart with the dominance of the sympathetic activity. The most important marker of this abnormality is a reduced variability of sinus rhythm [20], along with an extended Q-T interval and a dispersion
of the latter [21,22]. The reduced rhythm variability and the extended Q-T interval are deemed to be supplementary MEI indicators [21]. An apparent left ventricular hypertrophy, especially in subjects suffering from arterial hypertension [23,24,25,26,27] and hypertrophic cardiomyopathy [28,29], is considered to be one of the SCD risk factors. The discussion on what antecedents of the VF are available is still in progress, and so far there is no consensus of opinion among the experts. The commonly accepted risk factors of life-threatening VA progression for IHD patients do not show the proper sensitivity and the specificity, and life sets us a challenge to find some absolutely new MEI markers [27,28].

The cardio-eigenoscopy method makes possible to provide an analysis of real-time cardiac signal shape changes with an assessment of risks of progression of fatal arrhythmias.

Materials and methods
The aim of our study was to evaluate the significance of cardio-eigenoscopy method for the prognosis of risks of fatal arrhythmia (the primary and secondary VF) progression in AMI individuals. 56 MI-diagnosis individuals with different MI localizations, on hospital days 1 to 10, were covered by the study. The test cohort included 13, 6% of females and 86,4% of males. The mean age was 63 years. Group 1 comprised 42 patients survived. Group 2 comprised 14 subjects with lethal outcome. The study was conducted on hospital days 1, 3, 5 and 7–9 in the dynamics.

The study was performed with the use of the PC-assisted hemodynamic analyzer Cardiocode. The cardio-eigenoscopy has been developed as a methodology that is capable of presenting all ECG changes in the basis of eigenvectors of a covariance matrix of ECG amplitudes and providing an analysis of a spectrum of eigenvalues. The ECG analysis software is implemented as a real-time monitoring of a set of parameters that makes possible to evaluate the therapy effectiveness.

In the offered methodology, a covariance matrix is computed with the utilization of a matrix of an ensemble of cardiac oscillations. The ensemble is created by a segment of a cardiac signal which refers to several tens of cardiac contractions. Every ensemble element represents a portion of a signal with a certain length, containing the respective signal generated by a single cardiac contraction.

Processed are the successive discretized and digitalized cardiac signal segments which have an N discrete length and which comprise several tens of the cardiac oscillations, as mentioned above. The signal in each segment is specified by a series of discrete counts \( S_{i} = \frac{1}{N} \). An example of a cardiac signal with the dominance of peaks is illustrated in Fig.1.a herein. This signal is of infrequent occurrence. Fig.1.b displays another cardiac signal which is relevant to
fibrillation (a coma patient). As the figure suggests, no dominance of peaks is available in the case illustrated in the said figure.

Each of the successive length part of the N length is centered and brought to “the normal form” (with positive peaks if they dominate). If we deal with the peak dominance (that is determined by the R wave amplitude), locations of the peaks and an averaged period of their recurrence \( T_{cp,N} \) are identified, and then the respective ensemble of the cardiac oscillations is created. If no dominance of the peaks is observed, an averaged period is identified immediately, and thereafter an ensemble is created. Each element of such an ensemble represents a matrix row describing a separate segment of a cardiac signal on an interval which is equal to the averaged period. In case of the dominance of the peaks, the cardiac oscillation peak is located in the center of the above matrix row, and the full length of the matrix row is equal to the discrete value of the averaged period \( T_{cp,N} \). Fig.2.a offers us an illustration of
such ensemble for the peak dominance case, and Fig. 2.b indicates another case, when no peak dominance is observed.

Figure 2. Examples of an ensemble of the cardiac oscillations for the following cases: 
a) shows the case of the dominance of the peaks, 
b) shows the case of no-peak-dominance.
The ensemble is a rectangular matrix $T_{K \times T_{cp,N}}$ with a dimension of $K \times T_{cp,N}$, where $K$ is the number of elements of the ensemble that is equal to the number of the cardiac oscillation integers with a dimension of $T_{cp,N}$ which are presented along the analysis interval $N$.

With the use of the matrix $T_{K \times T_{cp,N}}$, a covariance matrix of the cardiac oscillations is calculated from a formula as given below:

$$K_{T_{cp,N} \times T_{cp,N}} = \frac{T_{K \times T_{cp,N}} \cdot T_{K \times T_{cp,N}}'}{K - 1}, \quad (1)$$

where $(...)'$ is the matrix transpose.

For the covariance matrix (1) we can find the eigenvectors (EVEs) and the eigenvalues (EVAs) which satisfy the relation as follows:

$$K_{T_{cp,N} \times T_{cp,N}} \cdot \psi_i = \lambda_i \cdot \psi_i, \quad i = 1: T_{cp,N}. \quad (2)$$

The dimensionality of the covariance matrix for the case of cardiac signal discretization with the $10^{-3}$ second period is usually less than 700. The time required for the calculation of the covariance matrix described by the relation (1) for $K \leq 50$ and the calculation of the matrix EVE and EVA for $T_{cp,N} \leq 700$, using standard computation tools, is 1 to 5 seconds. Therefore, it is possible to trace the EVEs and the EVAs of the covariance matrix under the real-time conditions.

An averaged energy of the signal observed on the interval $T_{cp,N}$ is described by the relation given below:

$$\mathcal{G} = \sum_{i=1}^{T_{cp,N}} \lambda_i \cdot \mathcal{E}_i. \quad (3)$$

This implies that the series

$$\mathcal{G}_{\text{OTH}}^{(i)} = \frac{\lambda_i \cdot \mathcal{E}_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{T_{cp,N}} \lambda_i}, \quad (4)$$

which will be further referred to as the normalized spectrum of eigenvalues (NSEVA) determines the relative share in the average energy (3) that belongs to the corresponding EVE. Further, as it is the case with [1], the NSEVA will be arranged in a descending order. Since every NSEVA parameter expresses the relevant information on the energy share which is “credited” to the relative EVE, the NSEVA value of the respective EVE will be referred to as the
expressibility of the said EVE. The expressibility can be evaluated in percent, so that the total expressibility of all EVEs is 100%. The higher the expressibility of an EVE is, the more information it contains and the greater energy the respective cardiac signal component possesses.

It can be shown that the NSEVA for the covariance matrix (1) constructed with the use of $T_{K \times T_{cp,N}}$ possesses such a number of non-zero EVAs that is equal to $K$. A screen-shot presented in Fig.3.a herein (s. top right window) demonstrates the typical NSEVA (4) constructed for the case $K = 35$ and $T_{cp,N} = 680$. As will be seen from the plot in the above window, the first 35 NSEVA values only exceed the level of $10^{-5}$.

**Figure 3.** Screen-shot visualizing NSEVA (expressibility of an EVE as percentage) for the following cases: a) shows the case of the peak dominance, b) shows the case of the absence of peaks dominance.
But even the above mentioned number of the NSEVA values is redundant for the analysis. The top left window in a screen-shot presented in Fig.3.a displays the first 10 NSEVA values, where only the 4 of them demonstrate their expressibility exceeding 1%, and only the 7 of them show their expressibility higher than 0.1%. Therefore, it may be concluded that for the purposes of diagnostics it is quite sufficient to visualize the first 10 of the NSEVA values. The bottom windows in the screen-shot in Fig.3.a contain some plots of the cumulative expressibility. Every plotted point is the sum of the number of the first NSEVA values specified on the abscissa. So, the bottom left plot indicates that the first 4 NSEVA values provide their cumulative expressibility (the credited averaged energy) at a level of 99%. This parameter is typical for the healthy heart.

In case when fibrillation is available, we deal with another condition: the expressibility of the first EVE is considerably reduced, while the expressibility both of the first and the second EVE becomes comparable. It is displayed in the respective screen-short given in Fig.3.b. In case of the absence of the peak dominance, the first 10 NSEVA values might be insufficient for the analysis of the expressibility. Therefore, it should be recommended to utilize all NSEVA parameters higher than $10^{-5}$.

A screen-shot shown in Fig.4.b offers a typical example of the first four EVEs for the no-peak-dominance case.
Figure 4. Screen-shot visualizing the first four eigenvectors for the following cases: the peak dominance case is illustrated in a), and the no-peak-dominance case is indicated in b). The windows above the plots indicate the No. of each EVE and the respective expressibility in %.
The EVE expressibility may vary with time. A screen-shot shown in Fig.5 depicts a plot in the top right window to demonstrate how the expressibility of the first four EVEs is varying throughout 11 analysis intervals; the left top window presents the initial cardiac signal on the last analysis interval, and the bottom windows display the first 10 NSEVA values for the last analysis interval (left) and the cumulative NSEVA for the same analysis interval (right).

The NSEVA analysis suggests that it is reasonable to analyze the first EVEs only, which demonstrate their highest expressibility. A screen-shot in Fig.4.a gives us an illustration of the first four EVEs for a specified interval of the analysis used for the peak-dominance case. It is evident from the figures that the first EVE shows actually the maximum expressibility (over 88%). The other three EVEs might have significance to be applied to the analysis in some specific cases only. For instance, it might be done when we deal with a weakened level of the cardiac signal being below the harmonic noise level, the first (and eventually the second) EVE would contain some noise, then the next EVEs would express the cardiac signal.

The EVEs given under Nos. 2 to 4 in the above figure are less expressible than the first EVE, and, as a rule, they contain information on noises affecting the cardiac signal and the
fluctuations of the latter. To identify zones of instability of the cardiac oscillations, an approach is offered as described below. For the EVE modules under Nos. 2-4, the geometric mean should be found (an example is shown in the left window on a screen-shot in Fig.6).

The top right window (Fig.6) shows the first EVE with instability areas indicated (marked with vertical viewers). In order to identify instability zones, the geometric mean value plot is used, in this case for the 2-5 EVE modules (given in the left window). A quantile in the specified order is computed from this geometric mean value plot (left side indication: a quantile of the 97% level), thereafter areas, where a quantile is exceeded by the geometric mean values, are computed which are indicated as instability zones in the right window.

On those time intervals where all above mentioned EVEs (under Nos. 2-4) show their high values, the geometric mean is also high. For the geometric mean, a quantile according to a specified order can be computed (the said figure shows an example for the percentile $X_{0.97}$), and the time interval boundaries, where the geometric mean exceeds the quantile, can be determined. It is precisely these boundaries that clearly identify the instability zones of the cardiac oscillations and that can be visualized by plotting of the first EVE, as it is illustrated in
the right window in the screen-shot in Fig.6 herein. Such way of identifying the instable zones of the expressibility considerably facilitates the diagnostics procedure.

Finally, the obtained EVEs can be used to reconstruct or restore cardiac oscillations. In this case we use a formula as follows

$$T_{assoc,L} = T_{K,T_{cp,N}} \cdot \psi_{1,L} \cdot \psi_{1,L}, \quad (5)$$

where

- $T_{assoc,L}$ is an ensemble consisted of the $K$ cardiac oscillations reconstructed or restored with $L$ EVE,
- $T_{K,T_{cp,N}}$ is an initial ensemble of the cardiac oscillations to construct or to restore the EVE,
- $\psi_{1,L}$ is the EVE matrix utilized for the said reconstruction or restoration (the EVEs are written as columns in this matrix).

Fig.7 and 8 illustrate an example of the reconstruction or restoration with the use of the formula (5) for the cases $L = 4$ and $L = 2$, accordingly.

![Figure 7. Screen-shot visualizing reconstruction of cardiac oscillations. The last 9 cardiac oscillations are presented (on the specified analysis interval containing 13 oscillations) reconstructed with the use of the first 4 EVEs.](image)
Figure 8. Screen-shot visualizing reconstruction of cardiac oscillations. The last 9 cardiac oscillations are presented (on the specified analysis interval containing 13 oscillations) reconstructed with the use of the first 2 EVEs.

It should be noted that there are several options how to provide the proper visualization of the data produced by the analysis performed by the hemodynamic analyzer Cardiocode. The most effective way of the visualization is an application of a two-window visualization interface that is illustrated in Fig.9 and 10 showing two cases described earlier: the peak-dominance case and the no-peak-dominance case.
Figure 9. Analyzer screen-shots displaying a cardiac signal with the peak dominance.
The top left window indicates the first EVE (Fig. 9a). The bottom left window shows EVE expressibility. The top right window shows temporal rows of expressibility of the first EVE (the top plot) and cumulative expressibility of the other EVEs (the lower plot). The bottom right window indicates an asymmetry coefficient temporal row.

The top window in Fig.9.b) displays a cardiac signal on the analysis interval reconstructed with the first four EVEs. The bottom window is a cardiac signal on the analysis interval reconstructed with the first two EVEs.

**Figure 10.** Analysis displaying a cardiac signal in case of absence of peaks dominance.
The first screen-shot is given in Fig.10.a). The top left window indicates the first and the second EVE, respectively. The bottom left window shows expressibility. The top right window indicates temporal rows of expressibility of the first EVE (the top plot) and cumulative expressibility of the other EVEs (the lower plot). The bottom right window indicates an asymmetry coefficient temporal row.

The second screen-shot is given in Fig.10.b). The top window displays a cardiac signal on the analysis interval reconstructed with the first two EVEs. The bottom window indicates the following procedure: the components corresponding to the first four EVEs are excluded from the cardiac signal, next an EVE basis is constructed for the signal newly produced, and by using the first two of the newly constructed EVEs a high-frequency component is identified.

As indicated in Fig.10 b), if necessary, the reconstruction or the restoration of cardiac signal components can be undertaken many times. A screen-shot presented in Fig.10 b) demonstrates the reconstructed cardiac signal (top window) upon the completed reconstruction procedure which is as follows: initially, the first 4 components of the signal are removed, thereafter, for the remainder an ensemble is created once again, on the basis of which new EVEs are obtained, and with the use of the first two newly produced EVEs the reconstruction is performed.

The cardiac oscillation ensemble for the cases of the peak dominance and no-peak-dominance are created, as discussed earlier, on an interval equal to the averaged period of the cardiac oscillations (that corresponds to the heart rate). But there are differing algorithms which are utilized for measuring of the averaged period in the above mentioned cases. The above mentioned hemodynamic analyzer is capable of automatically differentiating the type of the signal to be analyzed on any specified interval of the analysis.

According to the conducted surveys, the best quality in the proper differentiation of the cases of the peak dominance and no-peak-dominance is provided with the use of the criterion applying the asymmetry coefficient $\gamma_1$, calculated by a standard formula as follows:

$$\gamma_1 = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (S_i - m_x)^3, \text{ where } m_x = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} S_i, \text{ is the sample average, } \sigma^2 = \frac{1}{(N-1)} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (S_i - m_x)^2$$

is the sample dispersion, $S_i, i: N$ is the cardiac signal sampling on the analysis interval.

In this case, the best threshold value of the dominance criterion employing the asymmetry coefficient is value 2. Therefore, it should be offered to apply to the analysis performed by the hemodynamic analyzer the following decisive rule:

if $\gamma_1 \geq 2$, the dominance of peaks is available,
if $\gamma_1 < 2$, the dominance of peaks is not available.

We dwell on the issue on how the ensemble of the cardiac oscillations is created by the Cardiocode device that is used to calculate the respective covariance matrix including the EVEs and EVAs of the latter. The selection of an averaged period to be used as an interval in the analysis (covering both cases: with peak dominance and no-peak-dominance) has the advantage (as the special surveys has demonstrated) that, under such conditions, the EVE maximum expressibility is observed. It is applicable to a greater extent to the case when the dominance of the peaks is available.

Conclusions

The cardio-eigenoscopy method is capable of assessing the risk of progression of fatal arrhythmia events in MI patients within 6 to 7 hospital hours by automatic analyzing the degree of variation of the specific ECG records in 97,5% of cases (showing the sensitivity of 88% and the specificity of 93,6%).

It has been found that the major markers of the possible progression of fatal arrhythmia are as follows: a share of the first vector was reported to be reduced to 80% and an ECG asymmetry coefficient was recorded to fall to 2,2. So, it should be noted that the cardio-eigenoscopy provides the maximum expressibility of an ECG curve at any specified EVE values. To provide an efficient analysis, it would suffice to use no more than 3 eigenvectors.
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